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ABSTRACT 

The Great Barrier Reef (GBR) is a World Heritage site and one of Australia's most important 

environmental assets. Since 1997, the GBR has experienced six mass coral bleaching events due to 

anomalously warm ocean conditions in 1998, 2002, 2006, 2016, 2017, and 2020. The Bureau of 

Meteorology's operational seasonal sea surface temperature (SST) forecast products for coral 

bleaching risk on the GBR were first released in 2009 and based on POAMA (Predictive Ocean 

Atmosphere Model for Australia). These products were the first operational dynamical seasonal 

forecasts of their kind in the world and a critical component of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park 

Authority's (GBRMPA) Coral Bleaching Response Plan.   

 

In late 2018 POAMA was upgraded to the new higher resolution ACCESS-S (Australian Community 

Climate and Earth System Simulator – Seasonal), developed by the Bureau of Meteorology in 

collaboration with the UK Met Office. The POAMA SST forecast product suite for the GBR was 

migrated to ACCESS-S and expanded to include new thermal stress products. The product domains 

were also extended beyond the GBR to cover all Australian waters. This sophisticated operational 

seasonal SST and thermal stress forecast suite for Australian waters is supported by Climate 

Information Services.  Primary benefits of these updates include the enhancement of the previous 

operational forecast service, and hence better risk intelligence for reef dependant industries. Increased 

model accuracy and resolution will provide improved ocean forecasts, increasing the range of 

available operational products to better address user requirements, as well as growing stakeholder 

engagement. 

 

These forecast tools provide invaluable advance warning of potential bleaching conditions for the 

upcoming season, allowing for proactive management and response. They are used for annual inter-

agency planning, ministerial briefings, GBRMPA reporting and media releases.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In coastal environments around tropical Australia, coral reefs can be found along 2,300 km of 

Queensland making up the Great Barrier Reef (GBR), across northern Australia in the Pilbara and 

Kimberley regions, and along the west coast of Western Australia from Ningaloo Reef down to 

Houtman Abrolhos Island. The value of the GBR alone is estimated to be in excess of $6 billion per 

annum (Deloitte Access Economics 2017), highlighting the importance of this natural system to the 

national economy. Under global warming, the greatest risk to corals is mass coral bleaching, a stress 

response primarily caused by warmer than normal ocean temperatures across a large region (Masson-

Delmotte et al. 2018; Smith and Spillman 2019). 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Bleached Staghorn corals. Image courtesy of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority 

(Commonwealth of Australia) 
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Mass bleaching has occurred in the GBR on six separate occasions since 1997, leading to widespread 

coral damage and mortality (1998, 2002, 2006, 2016, 2017, and 2020). Mass bleaching events have 

also occurred off the west coast of Australia in recent decades (Gilmour et al. 2019), specifically on 

four occasions offshore of the Kimberley (Scott Reef in 1991, 1998, 2010, and 2016, and Ashmore 

Reef in 2003, 2013, 2016, and 2017), and twice at Ningaloo Reef (2011 and 2013). 

Operational seasonal forecast products for coral bleaching risk on the GBR have been produced by the 

Bureau of Meteorology since 2009. These were published by Ocean Services in the Hazards, Warning 

and Forecasts Division with scientific support from Science to Services (StS). There were two 

operational products, derived from POAMA - Predictive Ocean Atmosphere Model for Australia 

(Schiller et al. 2004; Spillman and Alves 2009):  
 

 Monthly gridded ensemble mean outlooks for Sea Surface Temperature Anomaly (SSTA) for 

the Coral Sea including the GBR (IDYOC046) 

 Regionally averaged monthly SSTA Index over the Coral Sea (IDYOC047) 

In 2018, POAMA was replaced by a new seasonal prediction system ACCESS-S1 (Australian 

Community Climate and Earth System Simulator – Seasonal, Version 1), through collaboration with 

the UK Met Office (Hudson et al. 2017; Bureau of Meteorology 2018, 2019). The improved physics 

and higher ocean and atmospheric resolution in ACCESS-S1 provide an improvement in our ability to 

forewarn of ocean conditions conducive to mass bleaching in Australian waters. 

 

The legacy POAMA GBR seasonal forecast products were migrated to ACCESS-S1 to maintain 

continuity of service in a three-year project entitled 'Sea Surface Temperature Forecast Service 

Upgrade', internally funded by the Bureau Asset Board. Several specialised products, such as 

accumulated thermal stress and probabilities of threshold exceedance, were also included in the new 

operational product suite. The product domain was expanded to cover all Australian waters, providing 

tailored operational ocean outlooks for other Australian reef regions, as well as important fishing and 

aquaculture waters around Australia.  

 

Previously, the Bureau of Meteorology provided forecast information for the GBR only, and so was at 

risk of being seen as not supporting all regions equitably. The expansion of the forecast coverage to all 

Australian waters significantly increases stakeholder engagement and end user uptake, particularly for 

management of other reefs such as Ningaloo Reef, and both wild and commercial fisheries.  

Current products are used extensively as part of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority's 

(GBRMPA) Early Warning System under the Reef Health Incident Response System, which informs 

situational awareness, management action and response strategies (http://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/). They 

are also used to provide input to ministerial briefings from both the Bureau and GBRMPA, media 

activities, and management planning across government agencies and universities.  

Widespread severe coral bleaching occurred on the GBR in 2016 due to the warmest SSTs on record, 

primarily the result of El Niño and long-term warming trends. A subsequent mass bleaching event 

occurred on the reef in the summer of 2017. These events attracted significant public, media and state 

and federal government attention, as well as interest internationally. It is expected that in future 

summers, significantly greater coral reef predictive services will be requested by government, media, 

http://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/
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the tourism industry, fisheries and the general public. The Bureau will be heavily relied upon to supply 

these stakeholders with the best possible outlook information. 

2 ACCESS-S 

ACCESS-S1 (Lim et al. 2016; Hudson et al. 2017) is based on the UK Met Office (UKMO) global 

seasonal prediction system version 5, referred to as GloSea5 (Maclachlan et al. 2015). GloSea5 

includes the latest atmospheric Global Coupled (GC2) model (Williams et al. 2015), coupled with the 

latest Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO) community model (Madec and NEMO 

team 2011).  

 

The ocean grid resolution is approximately 25 km by 25 km horizontally in the Australian region, with 

75 depth layers and a top surface layer of one metre thickness which better represents the surface as 

opposed to POAMA which had a 15 m top layer. The horizontal grid resolution has the benefit of 

being able to resolve large eddies and mesoscale currents, and is defined as eddy permitting (Marsh et 

al. 2009). In comparison, POAMA (V2.4) had a much coarser ocean grid of approximately 250 km x 

100-150 km horizontal resolution with 25 depth levels. A comparison between the new service and the 

legacy service is given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Specification comparison between the new service and the legacy service 

MODEL ATTRIBUTE UPGRADED SERVICE LEGACY SERVICE 

Seasonal Prediction System  ACCESS-S1 POAMA-2.4 

Ocean Model Resolution Horizontal: ~25 km x 25 km  

Vertical: 1 m at surface 

Horizontal: ~200 km x 150 km  

Vertical; 15 m at surface  

Domains Australia wide (lat 100°E to 

165°E, lon 46°S to 7°S) 

GBR & Coral Sea only (lat 

24°S to 10°S, lon 142°E to 

154°E) 

Parameters SST, SSTA, Probability of 

exceedance, DHM, Hotspot, 

skill measures 

SSTA only 

Forecast Periods Fortnight 1 & 2, and Monthly Monthly only 

Available Figures All lead times on one plot, lead 

times 0, 1, 2 on individual plots 

All lead times on one plot 

Climatology period 1990-2012 1982-2010 

Real time system 99 ensembles, run daily, 

updated online every three days 

33 ensembles, run and updated 

twice weekly 
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ACCESS-S1 uses ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011) for the hindcast atmospheric initial conditions and 

the Bureau of Meteorology's Operational Global NWP analyses using ACCESS-G for the real-time 

forecasts (Hudson et al. 2017). Ocean data assimilation uses FOAM (Forecast Ocean Assimilation 

Model) analyses (Blockley et al. 2014), based on the NEMOVAR project specifically developed for 

the NEMO ocean model for both hindcast and real-time forecast generation (Mogensen et al. 2012).  

 

The model was run retrospectively out to six months for the period of 1990 to 2012 to generate 

hindcast datasets. There were four model start dates each month (1st, 9th, 17th, and 25th), resulting in 

a total of 48 start dates per year. The model initial condition perturbation scheme  produced 11 

ensemble members per start date (Hudson et al. 2017).  

 

The multiweek hindcast set was averaged into fortnights, referred to as f1 (weeks 1 and 2), and f2 

(weeks 3 and 4). Fortnightly and monthly climatologies were generated from their respective hindcast 

datasets by start date and lead time. These model climatologies were subtracted from the top layer of 

model ocean temperatures to provide model SST anomalies i.e. deviations from long term averages 

and to correct model bias. 

 

Operational realtime seasonal SST forecasts from ACCESS-S1 commenced in August 2018.  In the 

realtime system both monthly and multiweek forecasts are comprised of 99 ensemble members. 

Expanding the ensemble size improves the model's ability to capture uncertainty (Tracton and Kalnay 

1993).  For monthly forecasts, 11 ensemble members are produced daily via initial condition 

perturbation and accumulated over the previous 9 days to amass a total of 99 ensemble members. For 

multiweek (fortnightly) forecasts, 33 ensemble members are produced daily which are then 

accumulated over the previous 3 days of forecast runs (Hudson et al. 2017). These ensembles are also 

averaged to provide an ensemble mean forecast. Realtime monthly forecasts go out 6 months, and 

multiweek forecasts out to 6 weeks into the future. Lead time is defined as the number of 

months/fortnights ahead that is being predicted, starting at 0 for the immediate subsequent month or 

fortnight. 

3 PRODUCT SUITE & DELIVERY 

The operational ACCESS-S1 seasonal ocean temperature and coral bleaching risk outlooks for the 

Great Barrier Reef and Australian waters are available publicly at 

http://www.bom.gov.au/oceanography/oceantemp/sst-outlook-map.shtml. 

 

The webpage comprises of the following pages: 

 Forecast maps – spatial forecast product maps as described below   

 Index forecast – time series of index forecasts for specific subregions  

 Product Information - details on how each of the variables are calculated.   

 Model Information - provides information on the general ACCESS-S model, directly supplied 

by Climate Services (fragments from 

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead/about/model/access.html and 

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead/about/model/outlooks.html) 

http://www.bom.gov.au/oceanography/oceantemp/sst-outlook-map.shtml
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead/about/model/access.html
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead/about/model/outlooks.html
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which is embedded into the webpage via the following html: 

 

 
 

 Coral Bleaching - provides background on the effect of warm ocean temperatures on coral 

reefs, with references to literature that provides the user with additional resources. 

The website products are updated every three days which is sufficient operationally to track changes in 

thermal stress in the ocean, whilst limiting unnecessary computational resource usage.  

3.1 Product descriptions  

The product suite includes both forecast maps and reef indices, which are listed in Table 2. Index 

forecasts are calculated by regionally averaging SST and SSTA for specific locations including four 

GBR Management Zones, Ningaloo Reef, and reefs on the North-West Shelf.  

Table 2. Product list (information also at http://www.bom.gov.au/oceanography/oceantemp/sst-outlook-skill.shtml) 

Product name Product Description Product ID 

Sea Surface Temperature 

Anomaly (SSTA):  

 Monthly and fortnightly 

forecast maps  

 Monthly reef timeseries index 

SSTA is calculated by 

subtracting the ACCESS-S1 

monthly climatology for the 

particular month and 

corresponding forecast lead 

time from the ensemble mean 

of all 99 ensembles. 

Colour bar range is -1.5 °C to 

2.5 °C. 

The index is the mean of the 

shaded region shown in the 

maps to the right of the time 

series plots. 

IDCK000071.ssta.map 

IDCK000071.ssta.index 

 

Sea Surface Temperature (SST):  

 Monthly forecast maps  

 Monthly reef timeseries index  

 

Full field SST is calculated 

by adding the observed 

climatology for 1990-2012 

(monthly Reynolds OISSTv2) 

to the bias corrected 

ensemble mean anomaly 

(SSTA).  

Colour bar limits change 

depending on region. For 

tropical, temperature range is 

20 °C to 35 °C. For 

temperate, range is 5 °C to 25 

°C. Regions straddling both 

IDCK000071.sst.map 

IDCK000071.sst.index 

<!--#include virtual="/climate/ahead/about/model/access.html" --> 

<!--#include virtual="/climate/ahead/about/model/outlooks.html" --> 
 

http://www.bom.gov.au/oceanography/oceantemp/sst-outlook-skill.shtml
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tropical and temperate shows 

full range of 5 °C to 35 °C.  

The index is the mean of the 

shaded region shown in the 

maps to the right of the time 

series plots. 

Probability SSTA >= 0.6 °C 

(critical threshold): 

 Monthly & fortnightly maps  

Proportion of ensembles 

members that forecast SSTA 

above 0.6 °C (critical 

threshold). 

Colour bar range is 0-1. 

IDCK000071.psc.map 

Monthly and fortnightly forecast 

probability SSTA >= 1.0 °C  

 Monthly & fortnightly 

maps 

Proportion of ensembles 

members that forecast SSTA 

above 1 °C. 

Colour bar range is 0-1. 

IDCK000071.ps1.map 

Hotspots 

 Monthly maps 

 

Hotspot is calculated by 

finding the difference 

between the full field SST, 

and the Monthly Maximum 

Mean (MMM). Only a 

positive Hotspot is shown, 

negative values are set to 

zero.  

Equations used are shown in  
Formulations for Thermal 

Stress Calculations. 

Colour bar range is 0-2°C. 

IDCK000071.hs.map 

Degree Heating Months (DHM) 

 Seasonal maps 

DHM is calculated by 

summing the Hotspot value 

over three consecutive 

monthly forecasts  

Equations used are shown in  
Formulations for Thermal 

Stress Calculations. 

Colour bar range is 0-4. 

IDCK000071.dhm.map 

Probability DHM >= 1  

Monthly maps  

Proportion of DHM 

ensembles members that 

forecast a DHM above 1. 

Colour bar range is 0-1. 

IDCK000071.pd1.map 

 

Maps are shown for up to six forecast periods on a single figure.  Individual figures are also generated 

for single lead times i.e. Fortnight 1, Fortnight 2, Month 0, Month 1, Month 2.  There are maps for the 
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whole Australian domain as well as sub-regions, including specific reefs. Maps are plotted at the 

native model resolution of 25 km i.e. no contouring is applied.  

 

Static SST skill plots, based on Pearson correlations and root mean square error (RMSE), are included 

for the latest forecast start date as well. See Smith and Spillman (2019) for further details on skill 

calculations.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 2. Example map forecasts showing one lead time for a) SSTA, b) SST, and probability of c) 

SSTA>0.6 °C, and d) SSTA>1 °C 
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3.2 Formulations for Thermal Stress Calculations 

Hotspots are calculated by finding the difference between the mean corrected SST forecast values, and 

the Monthly Maximum Mean (MMM), with negative values set to zero. The MMM is the average of 

the warmest month for each calendar year over a set period (in this case 1985 to 2012) and is 

determined on a pixel by pixel basis: 

 

𝐻𝑆𝑡 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑡 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀 , {𝐻𝑆𝑡 ≥ 0}                 (Equation 1) 

 

where t is the leadtime from 0 to 6 months. The MMM dataset was provided to the Bureau by NOAA 

Coral Reef Watch (Heron et al. 2014b), which was derived from Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR) Pathfinder SST v5.2 data (Casey et al. 2010) for the years 1985 to 2012 

(excluding 1991 and 1992) (Heron et al. 2014a). The first version of the MMM used data from 1985-

1993, and therefore was centred around November 1988. In order to ensure that the interpretation of 

the thermal stress parameters remain unchanged, the MMM climatology used here was detrended by 

NOAA back to November 1988 by using a first-order approximation for each pixel and month (Heron 

et al. 2014b). This MMM climatology was regridded to ACCESS-S1 ocean model grid (from 5 km to 

approximately 25km) using bilinear interpolation. 

 

 

Figure 3. Maximum Monthly Mean SST used in the hotspot calculation 
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DHM is calculated by summing Hotspot values over three consecutive monthly forecasts (t): 

 

𝐷𝐻𝑀𝑡 = ∑ 𝐻𝑆𝑡
𝑖=𝑡+2
𝑖=𝑡                                        (Equation 2) 

 

Where t is the lead time from 0 to 4 months. For example, at lead time 0 months DHM is the 

accumulation of Hotspots for lead times 0, 1, and 2 months. See Smith and Spillman (in prep) for 

more details. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 4. Example map forecasts showing one forecast period for a) Hotspot, b) DHM, and probability 

of c) DHM>1 
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Index plots are created by averaging all SST or SSTA values within the shaded regions shown in the 

maps to the right of the time series plots (e.g. Figure 5). Index plots also show individual ensemble 

members to indicate both model confidence in the forecast based on the ensemble spread. 

 
Figure 5. Example index forecast showing SSTA for the individual management zones of the GBR. 

Further details regarding these products and their skill assessments can be found in Smith and 

Spillman (2019) and Smith and Spillman (in prep). The POAMA legacy products information and 

assessment is documented in Spillman (2011). 
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4 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM 

The operational code was developed on the climate development virtual machine (clim-apps1-dev), 

tested on staging (clim-apps1-uat), and runs operationally on production (clim-apps1-prd). The code 

repository was version controlled using the Bureau of Meteorology Gitlab 

(https://gitlab.bom.gov.au/climate/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst). The repository version discussed herein is 

tagged as 1.9.5 in gitlab. Figure 6 shows the flow chart for the operational system including the 

external systems that feed into it. The operational code for the Ocean Temperature Outlook Product 

suite is contained within the "ACCESS-S1 Ocean Outlooks" box number 3. 

 

The Bureau supercomputer runs ACCESS-S1 daily to generate 11 ensemble forecasts out to 210 days 

(monthly forecasts), and 22 ensemble members out to 42 days (multi-week forecasts).  These daily 

files are then aggregated by averaging them into monthly and fortnightly blocks (Figure 5: Box 1). 

The clim-apps1-prd preprocessing system then picks up the monthly and fortnightly model forecast 

files and undertakes further processing by accumulating the previous 10 days of model runs to compile 

the 99 ensembles and previous 3 days for multi-week. The system then applies the correct hindcast 

start date to bias correct the SST to obtain the SST anomaly. The resulting SSTA values are then 

regridded onto a rectilinear 0.25 degree (~25 km) grid (Box 2) for ease of future processing and 

visualisation. 

  

https://gitlab.bom.gov.au/climate/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst
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Figure 6. Operational system flow chart showing the process for ACCESS-S1 SST and thermal stress forecast 

product generation. 
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5 CODE REPOSITORY 

Code was originally written in python, compatible with version 2.7.6 but has been modified to run 

with version 2.6.6 due to limitations on clim-apps1 (requiring moving from Cartopy to Basemap for 

plotting). It is important to note that code amendments will likely be required if/when the current 

Python version is upgraded in the future. The code version referred to herein is 1.9.5. 

 

The system is run via the parent script run-gbr_products.sh. This script both loads the environmental 

variables from configuration files (shown in detail Appendix A), and invokes the virtual environment 

called "sstoutlooks" which loads the required python libraries listed in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Required Python libraries loaded in the virtual environment "sstoutlooks" 

Module (version) Description 

netCDF4 (1.1.8) Reading and creating/appending to netCDF files. 

Numpy (1.10.1) Storage and interaction with multidimensional arrays 

python-dateutil (2.4.0) Calculating relative date changes 

Matplotlib (1.5.0) Plotting modules for figure outputs 

Basemap (1.0.7) Geographical plotting 

Shapely (1.6.4.post1) Masking data using shapefiles 

Pyshp (1.2.12) Importing shapefiles for plotting/masking 

 

 

Once the parent run script is executed, the child python code files run in this order: 

 

read_write_gbr.py 

 

Reads the post processed SSTA data, creating an ensemble mean netCDF (archived on disk, i.e. not 

overwritten or deleted) and a 99 ensemble netCDF (which is overwritten each time). A mean bias-

corrected SST is calculated by adding Reynolds SST climatology 1990-2012 to the model SSTA data.  

 

calc_thermal_stress.py 

 

Additional thermal stress products are derived and written to the ensemble mean netCDF file. Products 

include Hotspots, Degree Heating Months (DHM), Probability of SSTA > 0.6 oC, Probability of SSTA 

> 1 oC and Probability of DHM > 1. 

 

plot_gbr_maps.py 

 

Iterates through all regions listed in regionConfig.py. Produces fortnightly and monthly forecast maps 

out to two and six lead times respectively. Monthly maps include all thermal stress and associated skill 

products. Fortnightly maps only have SSTA and skill available. 
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plot_gbr_index.py 

 

Iterates through all shapefile regions listed in regionsConfig.py with associated shapefiles located in 

/cmap/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst/data/shapefiles/index to produce monthly areal average forecast indices out 

to six lead times. 

 

archive_plots.py 

 

This script creates a tar-ball from all the recently made figures created and moves the tar-ball to: 

 /climapps/cmss/cmss_operational 

 /climapps/cmss/cmss_test 

The tar-ball is labelled with the product ID (IDCK000071). The identification is SIMS registered and 

activated, which means it is automatically delivered and unpacked in the appropriate location for web 

view (/web/htdocs/clim_data/IDCK000071). 

 

5.1 Required Static Datasets 

The repository has a data directory which houses static datasets that are required by the code. Town 

and reef locations and names are read from point shapefiles, places_loc.shp and reefs.shp, with 

additional information regarding horizontal and vertical alignment which is used by python to assist in 

text placement during plotting. Polygons delineating relevant marine parks are also available within a 

shapefile (Marine_Parks.shp). 

 

Full field SST is calculated by adding an observed climatology onto model SSTA data. Monthly 

global satellite observations were derived from Reynolds SST with 1990-2012 climatology and is 

stored in netCDF format in the data subdirectory (see Figure 7). Skill maps are generated from 

precalculated Pearson correlation (R) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) netCDF files also 

available in the data subdirectory. The Hotspot and Degree Heating Months calculations require a 

Maximum Monthly Mean (MMM) climatology. 

5.2 Filenames and Directory Structures 

All operational code, data, and products on clim-apps1 are segregated into specific directories 

depending on their function. Under 'cmap', the ACCESS-S1 Ocean Outlook repository is distributed in 

'config', 'data', 'runtime', 'script' directories, with each containing a subdirectory 'ACCESS-S_gbr_sst'. 

The directory tree structure is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Folder directory structure on clim-apps1 containing all code data and products, 

The 'script' directory houses all shell and python scripts. The 'data' directory houses the static datasets 

required by the code (outlined in section 5.1). The 'config' directory is the location of the config files 

(listed in section 5.4 and detailed in Appendix A). The 'runtime' directory is where all outputs are 

written to, including log files, plots, and netCDF data files.  

Plot filenames have a specific structure that indicates plot type, variable plotted and region. The 

following example is the format for plots that include all monthly lead times (with current options 

listed in Table 4 and Table 5): 

IDCK000071.<plot_type>.<variable>_<location_index>.png 

 

 
Table 4. Variable and location_index options for 
map plot type 

 Table 5. Variable and location_index options for 
index plot type 

 

plot_type = map  plot_type = index 

variable  location_index  variable location_index 

sst GBR  sst gbr_zones  

ssta AUS  ssta coral_sea_box 

ssta_critical CI_CKI   gbr_marine_park 

ssta_1C NSW   north_west_shelf 

dhm NT   west_coast_shelf 

dhm_1 QLD    

R SA    

RMSE SWA    

 VIC_TAS    

 NING    
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Additionally, individual map plots for single lead times have an additional suffix on the end of the 

filename to denote whether it is monthly/fortnightly, and the lead time plotted: 

 

Monthly format: IDCK000071.map.{variable}_{location_index}_m_ts_{0, or 1, or 2}.png 

 

Fortnightly format: IDCK000071.map.{sst or ssta}_{location_index}_mw_ts_{0, or 1}.png 

 

Four netCDF data files are produced each time the code executes. Ensemble mean data is archived for 

both monthly and fortnightly data. All ensembles of SST and SSTA are written to file for processing 

however is overwritten each time the code executes due to its large size.  

 

monthly_emn_{yyyymmdd}.nc (archived) 

fortnightly_emn_{yyyymmdd}.nc (archived) 

monthly_ens.nc (overwritten) 

fortnightly_ens.nc (overwritten) 

5.3 Command usage 

For production, (user CLI), all repository modules are automatically run via a cronjob on clim-apps-

prd, every third day. The cronjob command is: 

 

0 3 1-30/3 * * ( export STATUS=prd; . /cmap/config/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst/env.sh; 

/cmap/script/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst/run-gbr_products.sh ) 

The STATUS global variable should be relevant to the system i.e. 

 prd = production 

 uat = staging 

 dev = development.  

 

Invoking the runscript run-gbr_products.sh without any arguments runs all modules using the most 

recently found forecast data on clim-apps1-prd.  

 

There may be occasions when a manual launch is required. In this case, the environment file 'env.dist' 

needs to be copied to 'env.sh' and modified to suit the individual user's directory structure. To run it 

manually at the command line on production, enter the following command: 

 

export STATUS=prd; . /cmap/config/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst/env.sh; /cmap/script/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/run-gbr_products.sh 

To run an individual module, state the name of the module as an argument e.g.: 

export STATUS=prd; . /cmap/config/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst/env.sh; /cmap/script/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/run-gbr_products.sh plot_gbr_maps 
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To run a specific date, include the "-d" switch with the date in the correct format (YYYYMMDD). 

This applies for individual modules or running the entire suite: 

export STATUS=prd; . /cmap/config/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst/env.sh; /cmap/script/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/run-gbr_products.sh – d 20190331 plot_gbr_maps 

To run many dates which is useful for updating past or missed events, additional runscript arguments 

can be added, separated by semi-colons e.g.: 

export STATUS=prd; . /cmap/config/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst/env.sh; /cmap/script/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/run-gbr_products.sh – d 20190331 plot_gbr_maps; /cmap/script/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/run-gbr_products.sh – d 20190328 plot_gbr_maps; /cmap/script/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/run-gbr_products.sh – d 20190325 plot_gbr_maps 

5.4 Configuration 

Various configuration files allow for control of the code functionality without the need to create a new 

version. Parameter plotting can be turned off/on via the var-config.py. Attributes mostly related to the 

model interaction are defined within ocean-config.py. Directory locations for each platform 

(dev/uat/prd) are defined within env.dist, and mail_env.dist lists the email addresses that are notified 

in the event an error is logged. The regions of interest for both maps and index plots are defined within 

regionConfig.py. 

Index plots are derived from polygon shapefiles that delineate the region of interest that are listed in 

regionConfig.py. Additional regions can be added by listing additional shapefiles in regionConfig.py 

and providing the corresponding shapefiles (*.shp, *.shx, *.dbf in /cmap/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/data/shapefiles, see Figure 7). If the shapefile has multiple polygons within it, the index plot 

will plot each polygon as its own index on the one figure. Shapefiles also include attributes that are 

required for plotting such as the 'Name' of the polygon and a name shorthand 'Code' for figure 

filenames (no spaces preferable). Shapefiles for index regions are shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Shapefiles used in index plots. Grouped regions are plotted as one figure with multiple subplot indices. 

Examples of all config files in their current status are shown in Appendix A. Some commonly 

encountered issues that the config files can fix are listed in Table 6.  

Table 6. Troubleshooting using config files 

Problem Cause Relevant Config File Solution 

Received following 

error in log file: 

ERROR: NetCDF 

file: does not exist 

Source 

data is 

now 

located in 

a different 

directory 

env.sh Change environmental variable: 

export 

SOURCE_DATA_DIR="New 

Path" 

Received following 

error in log file: 

ERROR: NetCDF 

file: does not exist 

Source 

data 

filename 

format has 

changed 

env.sh Change environmental variable: 

Export 

MONTHLY_FN_PREFIX="New 

Prefix" 

Currently listed map 

locations need to be 

expanded to new 

region 

Current 

list of 

regions 

doesn't 

include 

regionConfig.py Under the regions_maps dictionary 

entry, add a new region: 

'ID_FOR_PLOT_FILENAME': { 

°0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000250

Kilometres

Ningaloo Reef

Shark Bay

Abrolhos
Islands

Kimberley - South

Seringapatam Reef
& Scott Reef

Great Barrier Reef
Ashmore Reef
& Cartier Island

Rowley Shoals inc.
Mermaid Reef

Kimberley - North

Townsville/Whitsunday

Far Northern

Cairns/Cooktown

Mackay/Capricorn
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region of 

interest 

'Name':'Name for Plot Title',          

'img_extent':[lon min, lon max, lat 

min, lat max] 

}, 

New shapefile for 

index regions has 

been copied to the 

appropriate directory 

but doesn't plot. 

New 

region of 

interest 

hasn't 

been 

included 

in listed 

index 

regions 

regionConfig.py Under the regions_index dictionary 

entry, add a new region shapefile: 

'name_for_plot_filename' : 

'Filename of shapefile' 

 

 

 

6 SUMMARY 

The Bureau of Meteorology has been providing operational seasonal ocean temperature outlooks for 

the GBR for more than ten years and will continue this service to support coral reef management and 

relevant industries Australia wide. The new forecast products provide invaluable advance warning of 

potential bleaching and thermal stress conditions all year round, allowing for proactive management 

and response. Additionally, they assist with identification of future threats for long term planning and 

policy development, as well as improve community and stakeholder awareness of how climate 

variability and change regional marine systems. 

 

Looking forward, the Ocean Temperature Outlooks will be migrated to ACCESS-S2 in 2020-21 when 

this new system replaces ACCESS-S1. This work will be funded by Public Services Transformation 

(commonly referred to as the PST). Research is underway to develop seasonal marine heave products 

to be incorporated into this service in the future. 
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Appendix A: Configuration Files 

 

ocean-config.conf 

export MODEL_NAME="ACCESS-S1" The name of the seasonal 

model for the purpose of figure 

footer information. 

export ENSEMBLE_NUMBER=99 The number of expected 

ensembles. Note that it is not 

critical if there are less 

ensembles than this number 

available, however a warning 

will be issued in the log file. 

export MAX_LEADS_MONTHLY=6 The number of expected lead 

times. Note that it is not critical 

if there are less lead times than 

this number, however a 

warning will be issued in the 

log file. 

export MAX_LEADS_WEEKLY=2 The number of expected 

multiweek lead times. 

export MAX_NUM_TIME_LAG_DAYS=7 The number of days back in 

time the code will look for the 

most recent forecast. If this 

number is exceeded, as in there 

hasn't been a recent forecast 

available, a critical error is 

produced and the log files are 

sent to the administrators listed 

in mail_env.dist. 

export REGION_LAT_MIN=-50 Reduced region limits for 

speeding up plotting: 

southernmost latitude 

export REGION_LAT_MAX=0 Reduced region limits for 

speeding up plotting: 

northernmost latitude 
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export REGION_LON_MIN=90 Reduced region limits for 

speeding up plotting: 

easternmost longitude 

export REGION_LON_MAX=170 Reduced region limits for 

speeding up plotting: 

westernmost longitude 

export SST_VAR_NAME_MODEL='sst' The variable name of the SST 

data within the model source 

netCDF file. 

export SST_VAR_NAME_OBS='sst' The variable name of the SST 

data within the observed 

climatology netCDF files. 

export TIME_VAR_NAME_MODEL='time' The variable name of the time 

dimension in the model source 

netCDF file. 

export CRITICAL_THRESHOLD=0.6 The critical threshold that is 

used in the exceedance 

calculation. This also 

determines where the red colour 

falls on the SSTA colour bar. 

export WORLD_SHAPEFILE='world_360_dissolved' Previously used for plotting 

land, not used in current 

version. 

export MARINE_PARKS='Marine_Parks' Name of the shapefile for the 

marine parks to be plotted on 

maps (excluding extension). 

export TOWN_SHAPEFILE='places_loc' Name of the shapefile for cities 

and towns (excluding 

extension). 

export REEF_SHAPEFILE='reefs' Name of the shapefile for 

offshore reefs (excluding 

extension). 

export UPPER_SST=40 Maximum expected SST value. 

If this value is exceeded, a 

warning is issued to the log. 
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export LOWER_SST=0 Minimum expected SST value. 

If this value is not exceeded, a 

warning is issued to the log. 

export UPPER_SSTA=15 Maximum expected SSTA 

value. If this value is exceeded, 

a warning is issued to the log. 

export LOWER_SSTA=-15 Minimum expected SSTA 

value. If this value is not 

exceeded, a warning is issued to 

the log. 

export MMM_FILENAME='crw_mmm_regrid.nc' Name of netCDF file with the 

maximum monthly mean 

climatology. 

export MASK_FILENAME='global_ocean_mask_clim-apps.nc' Name of the netCDF file that 

has the ocean/land mask, used 

to nullify land data. 

 

 

regionConfig.py 

regions_index = { 

          'gbr_zones'        : 'GBRMP_Management_Zones', 

          'coral_sea_box'    : 'Coral_Sea_Box', 

          'gbr_marine_park'  : 'GBR_Marine_Park', 

          'north_west_shelf' : 'NW_Shelf', 

          'west_coast_shelf' : 'WC_Shelf'   

} 

Shapefile names (first climate, 

excludes ".shp") to be used as part of 

index calculations. Key (first 

column) used in figure filename. If a 

shapefile has more than one polygon, 

then more than one index is plotted 

on the figure. Shapefile has a 

"Name" attribute accessed for index 

plot title. 

regions_maps = { 

          'GBR'     : { 

              'Name'       : 'Great Barrier Reef', 

              'img_extent' : [142.0, 155.0, -25.0, -10.0] 

          }, 

          'AUS'    : { 

              'Name'       : 'Australia', 

              'img_extent' : [100.0, 165.0, -46.0, -7.0] 

Region limits for each region plot. 

The key is used in the figure 

filename, and the 'Name' entry is 

used in plot titles. 
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          }, 

          'CI_CKI': { 

              'Name'       : 'Christmas & Cocos (Keeling) Island', 

              'img_extent' : [94.0, 110.0, -16.0, -6.0] 

          }, 

          'NSW'    : { 

              'Name'       : 'New South Wales', 

              'img_extent' : [146.0, 171.0, -40.0, -26.0] 

          }, 

          'NT'     : { 

              'Name'       : 'Northern Territory', 

              'img_extent' : [127.0, 140.0, -17.0, -7.0] 

          }, 

          'NWA'    : { 

              'Name'       : 'North Western Australia', 

              'img_extent' : [108.0, 131.0, -24.0, -9.0] 

          }, 

          'QLD'    : { 

              'Name'       : 'Queensland', 

              'img_extent' : [138.0, 160.0, -30.0, -8.0] 

          }, 

          'SA'     : { 

              'Name'       : 'Great Australian Bight', 

              'img_extent' : [110, 144, -40.0, -30.0] 

          }, 

          'SWA'    : { 

              'Name'       : 'South Western Australia', 

              'img_extent' : [105.0, 131.0, -40.0, -21.0] 

          }, 

          'VIC_TAS': { 

              'Name'       : 'Victoria & Tasmania', 

              'img_extent' : [139.5, 155.0, -46.0, -36.5] 

          }, 

          'NING' : { 
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              'Name'       : 'Ningaloo Reef', 

              'img_extent' : [110.0, 118.0, -27.0, -19.0] 

          } 

} 

 

varConfig.py 

var_flag = { 

          'sst_90'          : 1, 

          'dhm'             : 1, 

          'dhm_1'           : 1, 

          'ssta_critical'   : 1, 

          'ssta_1C'         : 1, 

          'hotspot'         : 1 

} 

One/off flags to compute and plot each 

parameter (default is on=1) 

 

env.dist 

         export 

SOURCE_DATA_DIR=${DATA_DIR}/models/ACCESS_S1

/raw/rt/processed/oceans/ 

Location of raw source data 

         export OBS_CLIM_DIR=${DATA_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/reynolds_clim/ 

Location of observational 

climatology for SST computation 

         export OBS_CLIM_MONTHLY_SUBDIR=monthly/ Subdirectory name for monthly 

observational climatology 

         export 

OBS_CLIM_MONTHLY_PREFIX=clim_rey_avhrr_v2_1990

-2012. 

Monthly observational 

climatology filename prefix 

         export 

OBS_CLIM_WEEKLY_PREFIX=regrid_sst_rey_avhrr_v2_m

thly_clim_ 

Weekly observational climatology 

filename prefix 

         export OBS_CLIM_WEEKLY_SUBDIR=mw Subdirectory for weekly 

observational climatology 

         export MMM_FILE_LOC=${DATA_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/ 

Location of Maximum monthly 

mean netCDF file 
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         export MASK_FILE_LOC=${DATA_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/ 

Location of ocean/land mask file 

         export MONTHLY_SUBDIR=anom_super_1990-

2012/monthly/sst/ 

Subdirectory for raw monthly 

model data 

         export WEEKLY_SUBDIR='' Subdirectory for raw weekly 

model data 

         export 

MONTHLY_FN_PREFIX='sst.super.anom.monthly.' 

Raw monthly data filename prefix 

         export WEEKLY_FN_PREFIX='sst.super.anom.weekly.' Raw weekly data filename prefix 

         export 

OUTPUT_DATA_DIR=${RUNTIME_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/netcdf 

Output directory for netCDF files 

produced from code 

         export SKILL_DATA_DIR=${DATA_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/skill/ 

Location of skill data 

         export 

HINDCAST_STATS_LOC=${DATA_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/hindcast_stats/ 

Location of hindcast statistics 

data 

         export 

OUTPUT_PIC_DIR=${RUNTIME_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/plots 

Output directory for figures 

generated by the code. 

         export script_dir=${SCRIPT_DIR}/ACCESS-S_gbr_sst/ Location of main python/bash 

script files 

         export config_dir=${CONFIG_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/ 

Location of configuration files 

         export shapefile_dir=${DATA_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/shapefiles 

Location of shapefiles 

         export util_dir=${SCRIPT_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/util 

Location of utility directory (only 

used in development) 

         export log_dir=${RUNTIME_DIR}/ACCESS-

S_gbr_sst/log 

Location of log file directory 

         export log_level='INFO' Level of log file reporting 
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         export 

archive_operational='/climapps/cmss/cmss_operational' 

Archiving directory – operational 

         export archive_test='/climapps/cmss/cmss_test' Archiving directory - testing 

 

mail_env.dist 

export 

SST_OUTLOOKS_MAIL_LIST="email1@bom.gov.au, 

email2@bom.gov.au" 

List of emails to automatically send 

through information of any code errors. 

 

 

 


